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ABSTRACT
Context. Many dense interstellar clouds are observable in emission in the near-IR (J, H, and K photometric bands), commonly referred
to as “Cloud-shine”, and in the mid-IR (Spitzer IRAC 3.6 and 4.5 µm bands), the so-called “Core-shine”. These C-shine observations
have usually been explained in terms of grain growth but no model has yet been able to self-consistently explain the dust spectral
energy distribution from the near-IR to the submm.
Aims. We want to demonstrate the ability of our new core/mantle evolutionary dust model THEMIS (The Heterogeneous dust
Evolution Model at the IaS), which has been shown to be valid in the far-IR and submm, to reproduce the C-shine observations.
Methods. Our starting point is a physically motivated core/mantle dust model. It consists of three dust populations: small poly-
aromatic-rich carbon grains ; bigger core/mantle grains with mantles of aromatic-rich carbon and cores either made of amorphous
aliphatic-rich carbon or amorphous silicate. Then, we assume an evolutionary path where these grains, when entering denser regions,
may first form a second aliphatic-rich carbon mantle (coagulation of small grains, accretion of carbon from the gas phase), second
coagulate together to form large aggregates, and third accrete gas phase molecules coating them with an ice mantle. To compute the
corresponding dust emission and scattering, we use a 3D Monte-Carlo radiative transfer code.
Results. We show that our global evolutionary dust modelling approach THEMIS allows us to reproduce C-shine observations to-
wards dense starless clouds. Dust scattering and emission is most sensitive to the cloud central density and to the steepness of the
cloud density profile. Varying these two parameters leads to changes, which are stronger in the near-IR, in both the C-shine intensity
and profile.
Conclusions. With a combination of aliphatic-rich mantle formation and low-level coagulation into aggregates, we can self-
consistently explain the observed C-shine and far-IR/submm emission towards dense starless clouds.
1. Introduction
Variations in the dust spectral energy distribution (SED) from
the diffuse interstellar medium (ISM) to dense molecular clouds
have clearly been observed in the Milky Way. These varia-
tions encompass variations in the dust temperature, opacity,
and spectral index as measured from dust thermal emission
in the far-IR and submm (Lagache et al. 1998; Stepnik et al.
2003; Ridderstad et al. 2006; Schnee et al. 2010; Juvela et al.
2012; Roy et al. 2013, among many others), as well as vari-
ations in the mid- to far-IR intensity ratio (see for in-
stance Laureijs et al. 1991; Bernard et al. 1999; Stepnik et al.
2003). This is usually interpreted in terms of grain evolu-
tion through grain growth and ice mantle formation with in-
creasing local density (Boogert et al. 2015; Ko¨hler et al. 2015;
Ormel et al. 2009). Spectroscopically, an excess absorption
in the red wing of the water ice mantle band observed at
3 µm in dense clouds may be associated with grain growth
to bigger sizes than those expected in the diffuse ISM (e.g.
Smith et al. 1989). Such bigger grains were also suggested
as potentially contributing to the long-wavelength wing of
the 4.67 µm CO ice band (Dartois 2006). Apart from its
IR to submm thermal emission, dust evolution was also long
ago shown by scattered light at shorter wavelengths. First
observed in the visible (Struve & Elvey 1936; Struve 1937;
Witt 1968; Mattila 1970b,a), dust scattering was then mea-
sured in the near-IR (Witt et al. 1994; Lehtinen & Mattila 1996;
Nakajima et al. 2003; Foster & Goodman 2006; Juvela et al.
2008, 2009; Andersen et al. 2013; Malinen et al. 2013) and in
the mid-IR (Pagani et al. 2010; Paladini 2014). Most of these
studies concluded that dust grains with the same size distribu-
tion as in the diffuse ISM could not account for the measured
brightness and thus that grain growth was required in dense
clouds (see for instance Witt et al. 1994; Nakajima et al. 2003;
Foster & Goodman 2006; Andersen et al. 2013; Lefe`vre et al.
2014; Steinacker et al. 2010, 2014a,b, 2015). Dust emission ob-
servations in the near- and mid-IR were recently labelled cloud-
shine (Foster & Goodman 2006, observations in the J, H, and
K photometric bands) and core-shine (Pagani et al. 2010, in the
L and M photometric bands), respectively, and in the follow-
ing we refer globally to these observations as C-shine since they
both result from light scattering by dust grains. Even if there is
a consensus about the need for grain growth in dense molecular
clouds to explain C-shine, no model has yet been able to self-
consistently explain the dust observations from the near-IR to
the far-IR/submm.
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A core-mantle dust model taking into account dust evolu-
tion both in the diffuse and dense ISM was recently devel-
oped (Jones 2012a,b,c; Jones et al. 2013; Ko¨hler et al. 2014;
Ysard et al. 2015; Ko¨hler et al. 2015) and in the following this
global evolutionary dust modelling approach is referred to as
THEMIS (The Heterogeneous dust Evolution Model at the IaS).
The ability of the THEMIS approach to reproduce the varia-
tions in the dust spectral energy distribution in terms of tem-
perature, far-IR/submm opacity and spectral index, observed
in both diffuse (Ysard et al. 2015; Fanciullo et al. 2015) and
dense ISM (Ko¨hler et al. 2015), was previously demonstrated
together with an overall agreement with extinction measure-
ments. Jones et al. (2015), hereafter paper I, investigated the
scattering properties of THEMIS dust particles, showing that the
formation of an aliphatic-rich carbon mantle onto diffuse-ISM
type grains (Jones et al. 2013; Ko¨hler et al. 2014) decreases the
dust absorption cross-section, while leaving the scattering cross-
section unchanged, in the near- and mid-IR (see their Figs. 10
and 11). These changes lead to higher albedo dust in agree-
ment with the observational results for dark clouds presented
in Mattila (1970a,b), Witt et al. (1994), and Lehtinen & Mattila
(1996). The main conclusion of paper I is that the evolution of
dust through aliphatic-rich mantle formation1 and grain coagula-
tion appears to be a likely explanation for the observed C-shine.
The aim of the present study is to investigate to what extent
THEMIS could account for the near- and mid-IR observations
towards dense clouds.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes
THEMIS and the tools used to calculate dust emission and scat-
tering. Section 3 explores the effect of changing various parame-
ters describing the cloud structure and density, as well as param-
eters describing the radiation field on the dust scattering spec-
trum. In Sect. 4, the model results are compared to observations
of dense molecular clouds in the near- and mid-IR. In Sect. 5,
the astrophysical implications of our model results are discussed
and concluding remarks given.
2. Models and tools
The interpretation of dust emission and scattering from ISM
clouds depends on the dust model, the cloud structure, and the
incident radiation field. Here, we first describe our view of dust
evolution from the diffuse ISM to dense molecular clouds and
the corresponding model characteristics (THEMIS, Sect. 2.1).
Second, we detail the assumptions made to mimic the cloud
geometry and the radiation field, and finally how the radiative
transfer calculations are performed (Sect. 2.2).
2.1. THEMIS: from diffuse ISM to molecular clouds
Our starting point for the diffuse ISM is the Jones et al. (2013)
dust model as updated by Ko¨hler et al. (2014). According to
this model, grains up to 20 nm consist purely of aromatic-rich
H-poor amorphous carbon, a-C, whereas bigger grains have a
core/mantle (CM) structure, where the core consists either of
amorphous silicate (forsterite and enstatite-normative composi-
tions, Mg-rich) or of aliphatic-rich H-rich amorphous carbon,
a-C:H. For both core types, the mantle consists of H-poor amor-
phous carbon. In this model, 199 ppm of C, 38.5 ppm of Si,
54.5 ppm of Mg, 131.5 ppm of O, 25.2 ppm of Fe, and 5.4 ppm
1 More generally, the formation of any material having a refractive
index with a low imaginary part, k, would result in increasing the grain
albedo.
Fig. 1. A schematic view of the dust composition and stratifica-
tion from the diffuse ISM to dense molecular clouds. The gas
density increases from the top to the bottom of the figure.
Fig. 2. Mass distribution of THEMIS dust populations: the
biggest grains of the CM populations are in black (solid line
for the carbonaceous grains and dashed line for silicates), CMM
populations in green (same linestyle as for CM grains), AMM in
magenta, and AMMI in blue.
of S are in grains (Ysard et al. 2015). Details of the model and
optical property calculations can be found in Jones (2012a,b,c),
Jones et al. (2013), and Ko¨hler et al. (2014).
As described in Ko¨hler et al. (2015)2, we assume that the
dust properties change with increasing local density through ac-
cretion and coagulation. First, in the transition between the dif-
fuse ISM and dense clouds, a second mantle can form on the
2 The approach of Ko¨hler et al. (2015) is to calculate grain optical
properties for denser regions in the ISM without solving the time-
dependent coagulation equation (Ossenkopf 1993; Ormel et al. 2009).
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surface of the CM grains, due to the coagulation of the small
aromatic-rich carbon grains on top of the bigger grains, which
might be subsequently hydrogenated (a-C → a-C:H) and/or to
the accretion of a-C:H material from the gas phase. Such car-
bonaceous mantles are efficiently processed by UV photons
(Alata et al. 2014), but can stay H-rich as long as the radia-
tion field is attenuated (Jones et al. 2014) or if the rehydro-
genation process is efficient enough. This leads to grains with
two mantles (core/mantle/mantle grains, CMM). Second, inside
dense clouds, the CMM grains can coagulate into aggregates
(AMM). On average, regarding the material abundance, one
aggregate is composed of three CMM grains with amorphous
silicate cores and one CMM grain with an amorphous carbon
core. The formation of ice mantles on the surface of the ag-
gregates (AMMI) can also occur in the densest regions, where
the shielding from energetic photons is efficient enough to al-
low either gas molecules to form and to freeze out on the grains
or surface chemistry to proceed effectively. The three types of
evolved grains (CMM, AMM, and AMMI) contain 406 ppm
of C in agreement with Parvathi et al. (2012), who found that
355± 64 ppm of C are enclosed within grains for lines-of-sights
where NH & 2× 1021 H/cm2 (equivalently where E(B−V) & 0.4
or AV & 2). For each grain type, a size distribution consistent
with grain growth is considered as explained in Ko¨hler et al.
(2015) and shown in Fig. 2. For the CMM grains, ∼ 65% of
the dust mass is in grains with 40 nm 6 a 6 0.25 µm, ∼ 25%
in grains with 0.25 6 a 6 0.5 µm, and ∼ 10% in grains with
0.5 6 a 6 0.7 µm. For the AMM (AMMI) aggregates, ∼ 50%
of the dust mass is in grains with 48 (91) nm 6 a 6 0.25 µm,
∼ 40% in grains with 0.25 6 a 6 0.5 µm, and ∼ 10% in grains
with 0.5 6 a 6 0.7 µm. The optical properties of all grains and a
detailed description of the calculation method can also be found
in Ko¨hler et al. (2015), while a more specific description of the
grain scattering properties and efficiencies are given in paper I.
A schematic view of the dust composition and stratification from
the diffuse ISM to dense molecular clouds is shown in Fig. 1.
The models presented in Sects. 3 and 4 take into account
several dust population mixtures, which are labelled according
to Ko¨hler et al. (2015):
− CM model: no evolution, the cloud is uniformly filled by CM
grains ;
− CMM model: the formation of a second H-rich carbon mantle
occured, the CM grains are replaced by CMM grains ;
− CMM+AMM model: coagulation occured as well, the outer
layers of the cloud are filled with CMM grains, while AMM
grains are present in the layers in which the density is higher
than a given density threshold, ρt ;
− CMM+AMMI model: same as the previous case but including
the formation of ice mantles on the aggregates.
In the following, unless otherwise stated, ρt is 1 500 H/cm3 ac-
cording to Ysard et al. (2013, see their Tab. 3). These authors
found that in the dense filament L1506 of the Taurus molec-
ular complex, aggregates must prevail above such gas density
threshold. Then, when a diffuse envelope surrounding the dense
molecular cloud is assumed, it is always filled with CM grains
only.
2.2. Radiative transfer modelling: emission and scattering
The radiative transfer calculations are performed with the cou-
pling of the Monte-Carlo radiative transfer code CRT (Juvela
2005) and the dust emission and extinction code DustEM
(Compie`gne et al. 2011), as described in Ysard et al. (2012). For
the scattering, we use the Henyey-Greenstein phase function ap-
Fig. 3. Scattering asymmetry factors g for the dust particles pre-
sented in Sect. 2.1. The anisotropy factors are plotted for the size
matching the peak of the mass distribution presented in Fig. 1
from Ko¨hler et al. (2015). Top: CMM particles with an amor-
phous carbon core (solid line), a core with the normative com-
position of enstatite (dashed line), and of forsterite (dotted line).
Bottom: aggregate particle with (blue line) and without (magenta
line) an ice mantle.
proximation (Henyey & Greenstein 1941). The anisotropy fac-
tors of our various dust particles are plotted in Fig. 3. This fig-
ure shows that the smallest particles scatter light almost isotrop-
ically (g ∼ 0) in the wavelength range relevant for this paper
(near-IR and mid-IR). For the largest particles, the scattering is
still close to isotropy in the mid-IR and g remains below 0.3
in the near-IR. Since all CMM, AMM, and AMMI grains are
small compared to the wavelengths of interest, we assume that
the Henyey-Greenstein phase function is a good approximation
for our study.
Analysis of far-IR observations of dense molecular regions
have shown that for these clouds the gas density distribution is
usually well approximated by a Plummer-like function (see for
instance Arzoumanian et al. 2011; Juvela et al. 2012):
ρ(r) = ρC[
1 +
(
r/R f lat
)2]p/2 for r 6 Rout, (1)
= ρDIM for Rout < r 6 0.5 pc,
where ρC is the central hydrogen density, ρDIM is the density of
a possible diffuse envelope surrounding the cloud, R f lat is the
radius characterising the density profile width, p is a positive
constant characterising the density profile steepness, and Rout is
the external radius of the cloud. In the following, we always as-
sume spherical clouds and gas density distributions following
Eq.1 (see Fig. 4). We perform full 3D calculations by discretiz-
ing the cloud cells on a cartesian grid.
The last parameter to determine is the radiation field illumi-
nating the cloud. From the UV to the near-IR, the radiation field
is dominated by starlight and for the clouds to which our model
is compared in this paper (Sect. 4), the standard interstellar radi-
ation field (ISRF) as defined by Mathis et al. (1983) at a galac-
tocentric distance of 10 kpc is assumed to be a good approxima-
tion. However, as our aim is to study the dust scattering in the
mid-IR, ISRF alone is not enough and a dust emission compo-
nent has to be added. In the following, 21 starless cores are con-
sidered to compare to the model calculations, 13 of which are
located in the Taurus-Perseus molecular complex (Lefe`vre et al.
2014). In this region, the dense clouds exhibiting mid-IR scat-
tering are also detected in 13CO and embedded in larger clouds
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Fig. 4. Density distribution (solid line) and colum density profile
(dashed line) for Eq. 1 with ρC = 105 H/cm3, ρDIM = 0 H/cm3,
Rout = 0.3 pc, R f lat = 0.03 pc, and p = 2 (see Sect. 3).
Fig. 5. The black line shows the ISRF+CM radiation field in-
tensity (the grey dashed line shows the ISRF alone). The pink
and the green lines show the same but extinguished by a layer of
CM grains with AextV = 1 and 2
mag
, respectively. The blue circles
show the near-IR radiation field estimated by Lehtinen & Mattila
(1996) for a Galactic latitude of about ±20◦.
with lower densities and detected in 12CO (Narayanan et al.
2008; Qian et al. 2012; Meng et al. 2013). These more diffuse
envelopes have visual extinctions AV ∼ 1 (Padoan et al. 2002)
and IR SEDs consistent with diffuse ISM-type dust (Flagey et al.
2009). Consequently, we assume that the mid-IR photons emit-
ted by these surrounding envelopes are well described by the
emission of CM dust, with a column density NH ∼ 1021 H/cm2,
heated by the ISRF. The resulting radiation field is displayed
in Fig. 5 and referred to as the ISRF+CM radiation field. The
other starless cores considered in Sect. 4 are located in L183,
Chamaeleon (4 cores), and Cepheus (3 cores), for which we
assume the ISRF+CM radiation field to be a good approxi-
mation (see for instance Alves de Oliveira et al. 2014, for the
Chamaeleon). This description of the radiation field as well as
the description of the cloud density distribution, even if simplis-
tic, seem reasonable as our aim in this study is to demonstrate the
ability of our model to account for the observed mid-IR emis-
sion.
3. THEMIS scattering spectrum
We investigate the influence of the various parameters defining
the level of scattered light coming from dense clouds. Our start-
Fig. 6. Extinction profiles in the V photometric band (λ =
0.55 µm) for the control cloud described in Sect. 3 and the dust
population mixtures presented in Sect. 2.1: CM in black, CMM
in green, CMM+AMM in magenta, and CMM+AMMI in blue.
Fig. 7. Scattering (solid lines in the near- to mid-IR) and emis-
sion (dashed lines in the mid- to far-IR) spectra of the dust popu-
lations described in Sect. 2.1 at the centre of the control cloud de-
fined in Sect. 3. The black lines show the case of CM grains, the
green lines of CMM grains, the magenta lines of CMM+AMM
grains, and the blue lines of CMM+AMMI grains.
ing point is a spherical cloud with ρC = 105 H/cm3, ρDIM = 0,
and according to the observational result of Arzoumanian et al.
(2011), which is that the column density distribution FWHM of
dense clouds is on average of 0.1 pc, we assume Rout = 0.3 pc,
R f lat = 0.03 pc, and p = 2 (see Eq. 1 and Fig. 4). These
parameters lead to a cloud with a central column density of
2.9 × 1022 H/cm2 and an H mass of 8M⊙ (with 0.6M⊙ en-
closed within the FWHM/2 radius), which is then illuminated
by the ISRF+CM radiation field (see Sect. 2.2 and Fig. 5)
and populated with the dust population mixtures presented in
Sect. 2.1: CM, CMM, CMM+AMM, and CMM+AMMI, with
ρt = 1 500 H/cm3 at an offset of 0.24 pc from the cloud centre.
The corresponding cloud dust masses enclosed in the FWHM/2
radius are 3.4 × 10−3M⊙ for CM, 6 × 10−3M⊙ for CMM and
CMM+AMM, and 1.2 × 10−2M⊙ for CMM+AMMI. In the fol-
lowing, this set of parameters is referred to as the control cloud.
The corresponding extinction profiles are shown in Fig. 6 and
the results are presented in Figs. 7, 8 and 9.
The emission and scattering spectra at the centre of the con-
trol cloud are shown in Fig. 7. As expected, the CM grains (black
lines), even if efficient scatterers in the near- and mid-IR, exhibit
strong emission in the IRAC 5.8 and 8 µm bands and have thus to
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Fig. 8. (a) Scattering spectra of the dust populations described in Sect. 2.1 at the centre of the control cloud defined in Sect. 3. (b)
Influence of a surrounding diffuse envelope on the scattering spectrum. (c) Influence of the radiation field intensity. (d) Influence
of the cloud central density. (e) Influence of the density at which aggregates are the dominant dust population. (f) Influence of the
cloud density profile steepness.
be ruled out from the plausible C-shine explanations. The CMM
grains (green lines) have also to be discarded as light scatter-
ing is as efficient in the IRAC 3.6 and 4.5 µm bands as in the
5.8 and 8 µm bands (Fig. 8a). As explained in paper I, this en-
hancement comes from the addition of the H-rich carbon man-
tle (see their Fig. 10). On the contrary, the CMM+AMM and
CMM+AMMI populations seem to be good candidates to ex-
plain the C-shine observations (magenta and blue lines, respec-
tively in Fig. 8a and 9a). Indeed, the aggregates appear to scatter
light efficiently only up to ∼ 5 µm, thus matching the coreshine
requirement of being detected in emission in the first two IRAC
bands (3.6 and 4.5 µm) and in extinction in the two other IRAC
bands (5.8 and 8 µm). The contribution of the largest aggregates
(0.5 6 a 6 0.7 µm, which make up 10% of the dust mass) to
the scattered intensity is less than 5% in the J and H photometric
bands, ∼ 10% in the K band, ∼ 25% at 3.6 µm, and ∼ 30%
at 4.5 µm. For both aggregate types, the scattering spectrum
peak is located in the near-IR, where the cloudshine is observed.
However, the shape and strength of their near- and mid-IR ra-
dial profiles differ (Fig. 9a and d) and should help to discrim-
inate between the two dust population mixtures: CMM+AMM
or CMM+AMMI. Fig. 9 further shows that the near- and mid-IR
profiles do not follow the same trend at the cloud centre. Indeed,
in the near-IR, where absorption by dust grains is efficient, the
profiles mostly reflect the number of available photons to scat-
ter. In the mid-IR, where absorption is less efficient, this effect is
mitigated by column density variations. In particular, in Figs. 9d,
e, f, j, k, and l, the increase seen at the centre of the mid-IR pro-
files matches the radius characterising the density profile width,
R f lat (see Eq. 1).
There are several ways of modifying the density distribution:
changing ρC (Fig. 8c and Figs. 9i and l, ρC = 104, 105, and
106 H/cm3), p (Fig. 8f and Figs. 9k and n, p = 2 and 3), and
ρt (Fig. 8d and Figs. 9j and m, ρt = 1 500 and 3 000 H/cm3).
Increasing (decreasing) the central density leads to a significant
decrease (increase) in the scattering spectrum. This is due to
more (less) efficient absorption of the ISRF+CM photons by the
outer layers of the cloud for the near-IR part. Absorption in the
mid-IR is less efficient and, as a result, the decrease in central
regions is small for ρC = 104 to 105 H/cm3 but is significant
when reaching 106 H/cm3. Colour ratios at C-shine wavelengths
are thus strongly dependent on the cloud central density. The
radial profile shapes also vary strongly from profiles increas-
ing by a factor of ∼ 3 from the edge to the cloud centre for
ρC = 104 H/cm3, to profiles decreasing by a factor of ∼ 2 for
ρC = 106 H/cm3. Then, changing the p-factor does not pro-
duce strong variations in the cloud central scattering spectrum
(Fig. 8f). However, its influence on the radial profiles is quite
significant (Figs. 9i and l). In the case of the control cloud, in-
creasing p means decreasing the density at the edge of the cloud
by a factor ∼ 10 and keeping the same density for r . 0.01 pc.
This results in lower scattering at the edge of the cloud because
of lower column density but to higher scattering at the centre
due to less efficient IR photon absorption at the edge. Finally,
increasing the threshold density at which the aggregates appear
from ρt = 1 500 H/cm3 in the control cloud to 3 000 H/cm3,
changes the scattering spectrum with a decrease in the near-IR
and an increase in the mid-IR (Figs. 8e and Figs. 9h and k). The
higher proportion of CMM grains in the total dust column den-
sity compared to AMM(I) grains explains these changes: CMM
grains absorb more in the near-IR and are more efficient scatter-
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Fig. 9. (a, d) Near-IR (J, H, and K photometric bands) and mid-IR (3.6 and 4.5 µm) radial profiles of the dust populations described
in Sect. 2.1 for the control cloud defined in Sect. 3. (b, e) Influence of a surrounding diffuse envelope on the scattering spectrum.
(c, f) Influence of the radiation field intensity. (g, j) Influence of the cloud central density. (h, k) Influence of the density at which
aggregates are the dominant dust population. (i, l) Influence of the cloud density profile steepness.
ers at longer wavelengths than AMM(I) grains (see Fig. 7 and
the optical properties presented in paper I).
Dense clouds are usually embedded in larger and more dif-
fuse structures. To extract the C-shine signal, two ways of deal-
ing with observations are then possible. Either the diffuse enve-
lope is subtracted from the core emission but then the ISRF+CM
radiation field heating the dense core may be partly extinguished.
Or the diffuse envelope is not removed and its contribution to the
emission/scattering has to be taken into account. To illustrate the
first option, we consider the control cloud but illuminated by the
6
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ISRF+CM radiation field extinguished by a layer of CM grains
with AextV = 1 and 2 (Fig. 5). The consequences are a global de-
crease in the near-IR scattering and no changes in the mid-IR
(Fig. 8c and Figs. 9c and f). For the second option, we consider
that the control cloud is surrounded by a diffuse envelope with a
density ρDIM = 100 H/cm3 for Rout 6 r 6 0.5 pc. The effect is
small with the envelope accounting only for an extra 0.01 MJy/sr
in the near-IR and negligible in the mid-IR (Figs. 8b and Figs. 9b
and e).
4. Comparison with C-shine observations
Within the framework of our global dust modelling approach
THEMIS, presented in the previous sections, our aim is now to
explain the observed near- and mid-IR trends in the dust SED to-
wards dense molecular clouds. Following the evolutionary path
described in Fig. 1, we demonstrate the ability of THEMIS to
reproduce the C-shine observations in the mid-IR (Sect. 4.1) and
in the near-IR (Sect. 4.2).
4.1. Coreshine
All coreshine observations were obtained with the IRAC in-
strument onboard the Spitzer observatory and are gathered in
Paladini (2014) and Lefe`vre et al. (2014), from which we se-
lected 21 starless cores in the Taurus-Perseus, Chamaeleon,
Cepheus, and L183/L134 regions (see their Fig. 9 and Tab. 1).
Lefe`vre et al. (2014) summarised their results in two figures that
we reproduce here: the 4.5 to 3.6 µm ratio, that they name “core-
shine ratio”, as a function of the 3.6 µm intensity and the 2.2
to 3.6 µm ratio, that they name the “near-IR to mid-IR ratio”,
as a function of the coreshine ratio. For the model cloud, we
use the parameters of the control cloud defined in Sect. 3. After
convolving our models with a 10′′ FWHM Gaussian kernel to
simulate the data analysis presented in Lefe`vre et al. (2014) and
following the Lehtinen & Mattila (1996) prescription to take into
account the part of the ISRF+CM light that can be transmitted
through the cloud3, we compute the synthetic photometry for
each pixel along a radial cut through our model clouds. The re-
sults are shown in Figs. 10a and b, which present the coreshine
ratio as a function of the 3.6 µm intensity for the 21 starless cores
of Lefe`vre et al. (2014) and in Fig. 10c and d, which displays the
near- to mid-IR ratio as a function of the coreshine ratio for the
Taurus-Perseus and L183/L134 regions. The CMM model has to
be ruled out to explain coreshine since it only marginally fits the
coreshine ratio and fails at reproducing the near- to mid-IR ratio
(green areas in Fig. 10). On the contrary, the CMM+AMM and
CMM+AMMI models can explain the coreshine observations
(magenta and blue areas in Fig. 10, respectively). Based on the
results presented in Sect. 3 and Fig. 7, the cloud parameters are
as important as the dust model to explain the dispersion in the
observations. Varying the cloud external radius from Rout = 0.3
to 0.1 pc (Figs. 10a and c) and the central density from ρC = 104
to 5× 105 H/cm3 (Figs. 10b and d) seem enough to explain most
of the observed scatter.
Fig. 11. Cloudshine radial profiles across the TMC-1N interstel-
lar filament. The blue, black, and red lines show the profiles mea-
sured by Malinen et al. (2013) in the J, H, and K photometric
bands of the WFCAM instrument, respectively, smoothed to 40”
angular resolution. The circles of the same colours show our fit
to these data (CMM+AMMI and AextV = 1.5mag, see Sect. 4.2 for
details about the modelling). Our model is smoothed to the same
angular resolution as the data and the synthetic photometry in
the WFCAM filters is computed at each position.
4.2. Cloudshine
As described in Sect. 1, cloudshine is observed in the near-IR,
usually in the three photometric bands J, H, and K. For instance,
using the Wide Field CAMera of the United Kingdom InfraRed
Telescope (WFCAM of UKIRT), Malinen et al. (2013) observed
a 1◦ × 1◦ field in the Taurus Molecular Complex (d ∼ 140 pc).
This field is centred on the dense TMC-1N cloud (RA (J2000)
4h39m36s and Dec (J2000) +26◦39′22′′) north of TMC-1. After
smoothing the data to 40′′ resolution on a 8′′ pixel grid and re-
moving background emission, Malinen et al. (2013) were able
to extract J, H, and K coreshine median radial profiles across
the TMC-1N filament (see their Fig. 12). This filament was pre-
viously observed with PACS and SPIRE instruments onboard
Herschel: using the colour temperature of the dust submm emis-
sion and assuming that the dust opacity varies as 0.1 cm2/g
(ν/1000 GHz)β with β = 2, Malinen et al. (2012) found that the
density distribution of the cloud is well described by a Plummer-
like function with ρC = 4× 104 cm−3, R f lat = 0.03 pc, and p = 3
(see Eq. 1). To model this cloud, we start from this density dis-
tribution and the dust population mixtures presented in Sect. 4.1.
The cloud is then illuminated by the ISRF+CM radiation field,
extinguished or not by a layer of CM grains with AextV = 0.5
to 3 (see Fig. 5). The resulting dust scattered emission maps4
are finally smoothed to the same resolution as the data pre-
sented by Malinen et al. (2013). The best fit is achieved for the
CMM+AMMI populations illuminated by the ISRF+CM radia-
tion field with AextV = 1.5mag. The results are presented in Fig. 11.
As Malinen et al. (2013) subtracted the cloud background, it is
not surprising to find AextV , 0: this probably reflects the fact that
the incident radiation field is extinguished by the removed enve-
lope before reaching the dense cloud. The peak intensity and the
3 The CM part of the ISRF+CM radiation field represents the pho-
tons emitted in the direct surroundings of the cloud. The fraction of this
emission that comes from the background of the cloud, fback, can be
both scattered or transmitted with Itransmitted = fbackCM× e−τ, where τ is
the cloud opacity at given wavelength and radial position.
4 In the near-IR, the optical properties of THEMIS model dust popu-
lations make the transmitted light contribution always negligible.
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Fig. 10. The areas enclosed in coloured lines show the spread of the results for model clouds filled with CMM+AMM grains (a,
b, e, and f) and with CMM+AMMI grains (c, d, g, and h). The spread is representative of both variations along the sphere radius
and variations in fback from 0 to 1 (from left to right in all figures, see Sect. 4.1 and footnote 3). (a), (b), (c), and (d) 4.5 to 3.6 µm
coreshine ratio as a function of the 3.6 µm intensity. The black circles are the coreshine ratios measured by Lefe`vre et al. (2014)
towards 21 starless cores and the black lines the scatter in these measurements. (e), (f), (g), and (h) Near- to mid-IR ratio as a function
of the 4.5 to 3.6 µm coreshine ratio. The solid and dashed boxes show the range of values measured towards the Taurus-Perseus
regions and L183/L134 cloud, respectively (Lefe`vre et al. 2014, see their Figs. 17 & 18). In Figs. a and e (c and g), the magenta
(blue) lines show the results for the control cloud parameters defined in Sect. 3 (Rout = 0.3 pc, ρC = 105 H/cm3) and the orange and
red lines for the same set of parameters except that Rout = 0.1 and 0.2 pc, respectively. In Figs. b and f (d and h), the red lines show
the same as in the previous figures (Rout = 0.2 pc, ρC = 105 H/cm3), the cyan lines show the results for ρC = 104 H/cm3, the orange
lines for ρC = 5 × 104 H/cm3, and the yellow lines for ρC = 5 × 105 H/cm3.
profile shapes are well reproduced for the three bands even if for
the J and K bands the modelled profiles are slightly broader than
the observed ones.
A second example of cloudshine observations in the J, H, and
K photometric bands can be found in Foster & Goodman (2006).
Using the OMEGA 2000 camera on Calar Alto Observatory
(PSF ∼ 1′′, see Kova´cs et al. 2004), these authors observed the
B5, L1448, and L1451 regions in the Perseus molecular com-
plex. After selecting a circular dark core in L1451 and assuming
it to be spherical, Foster & Goodman (2006) produced angle-
averaged radial brightness profiles in the J, H, and K bands.
These profiles are shown in Fig. 12 and cannot be reproduced
whith a model cloud illuminated by the ISRF+CM radiation
field. This produces H/J and H/K ratios too low by 10 to 20%
at the peak position, no matter what density distribution or dust
population mixture are chosen. This comes from the high sen-
sitivity of dust near-IR scattering to the local conditions and
points the limit of our choice of an “average” radiation field
when looking at high resolution data. To solve this problem, we
use the results presented in Lehtinen & Mattila (1996). Starting
from DIRBE data, Lehtinen & Mattila (1996) estimated the dif-
fuse emission in the J, H, and K bands as a function of Galactic
latitude. At the latitude of L1451 (b ∼ −22◦), the brightnesses
are 0.32, 0.41, and 0.29 MJy/sr in the J, H, and K bands, re-
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Fig. 12. Cloudshine angle-averaged radial profiles across a dark
core in L1451. The blue, black, and red lines show the profiles
measured by Foster & Goodman (2006) in the OMEGA 2000
camera J, H, and K photometric bands, respectively. The circles
of the same colours show our fit to these data (CMM+AMMI
and radiation field from Lehtinen & Mattila (1996), see Sect. 4.2
for details about the modelling). The synthetic photometry in the
OMEGA 2000 filters is computed at each position.
spectively, corresponding to -10, +12, and -5% difference with
respect to the ISRF+CM radiation field (blue circles in Fig. 5).
The results shown in Fig. 12 are obtained for a cloud with
ρC = 105 H/cm3, R f lat = 0.03 pc, p = 3, ρt = 1 500 H/cm3,
ρDIM = 100 H/cm3, and CMM+AMMI grains. The width, the
peak radial position, and the intensity of the profiles are reason-
ably well reproduced by our simple model. However, the bright-
nesses of the profile central parts are overestimated in the three
near-IR bands. As suggested by Foster & Goodman (2006), this
might be due to the simple density distribution chosen here,
which may not be representative of the densest parts of the cloud.
This might also be a size effect due to an increase in the num-
ber of big grains/monomers constituting the aggregates when the
local density increases. Indeed, the Ko¨hler et al. (2015) model
considers only aggregates made of 4 monomers. Ko¨hler et al.
(2012) showed that further increasing the number of monomers
in an aggregate grain does not change significantly the resulting
emission in the far-IR/submm. However, increasing the number
of monomers should modify the peak position of the scattering
spectrum by shifting it towards slightly longer wavelengths, thus
decreasing the scattering in the near-IR.
The two examples chosen here to illustrate the ability of
THEMIS to reproduce the cloudshine observations are only
well fitted by a CMM+AMMI grain mixture and not by a
CMM+AMM mixture. As written in Sect. 3, near-IR scattering
is indeed more sensitive to the presence of an ice mantle than
mid-IR scattering. Without this additional mantle, the scattering
spectrum peaks at shorter wavelength (Fig. 6) leading to J, H,
and K colour ratios disagreeing with the observations made by
Malinen et al. (2013) and Foster & Goodman (2006). The need
for an ice mantle coating the aggregate grains complies with the
findings of Andersen et al. (2014), who showed a correlation be-
tween the dust scattering efficiency and the H2O abundance in
the Lupus IV molecular cloud complex.
5. Discussion and conclusions
This study demonstrates the ability of our global evolu-
tionary dust modelling approach THEMIS (Jones et al. 2013;
Ko¨hler et al. 2014; Ysard et al. 2015; Ko¨hler et al. 2015) to ex-
plain C-shine observations in the near- and mid-IR. The most
important conclusion here is that with a combination of a-
C:H mantle formation and low-level coagulation into aggregates
we can self-consistently explain the observed C-shine and far-
IR/submm emission towards dense starless clouds (Ko¨hler et al.
2015). This combination also provides a tentative answer to two
questions raised by previous studies about C-shine.
The first issue concerns the grain sizes required to explain
the observations, a point recently addressed by Steinacker et al.
(2015). Most of the pioneering studies required that a large
fraction of the dust mass was included in very big grains with
sizes up to 1 µm (Pagani et al. 2010; Steinacker et al. 2010;
Andersen et al. 2013; Steinacker et al. 2014b), whereas the cal-
culation of the corresponding coagulation timescales according
to the cloud densities and turbulence levels were discussed as
inconsistent with the possibility to reach significant amounts of
such big grains in the size distribution (Steinacker et al. 2014b).
The aggregates as defined by Ko¨hler et al. (2015) do not suffer
from this inconsistency. Indeed, the accretion of H-rich carbon
as a second mantle allows for a large increase in the scattering
efficiency without the need for increasing the grain volume by
more than a factor of ∼ 5 (see paper I for a complete descrip-
tion of the grain optical properties and Ko¨hler et al. (2012) for
coagulation timescale calculations).
The second issue concerns the fact that inside a given re-
gion, coreshine is not detected in all the dense clouds observed
by Paladini (2014) and Lefe`vre et al. (2014) and that the propor-
tion of clouds exhibiting coreshine varies from one region to an-
other. For instance, 75% of the dense clouds detected in Taurus
exhibit coreshine, whereas in most other regions the proportion
is closer to 50% (such as Cepheus, Chamaeleon, and Musca)5.
On the contrary, there are for instance very few detections in
the Orion region. In THEMIS, most of the scattering efficiency
originates in the accretion of an a-C:H mantle. This leads to
three possible explanations for the absence of detectable core-
shine. The first explanation is related to the amount of carbon
available in the gas phase. The abundance used by Ko¨hler et al.
(2015) relies on the highest C depletion measurements made by
Parvathi et al. (2012) towards regions with NH > 2×1021 H/cm2.
Parvathi et al. (2012) highlighted the variability in the carbon de-
pletion in dust depending on the line-of sight. Thus, there may
be clouds were the amount of carbon available for a-C:H mantle
formation is smaller or even close to zero: such regions would
be populated with aggregates with a thinner H-rich carbon man-
tle or no second mantle at all and thus exhibit very little or no
coreshine emission. A second explanation is related to the sta-
bility of H-rich carbon in the ISM, which depends strongly on
the radiation field intensity to local density ratio (Godard et al.
2011; Jones et al. 2014). In low density regions (according to
Jones et al. 2014, AV 6 0.7 for the standard ISRF), UV pho-
tons are responsible for causing the photo-dissociation of CH
bonds, a-C:H → a-C. In transition regions from diffuse ISM to
dense clouds (Jones et al. 2014, 0.7 6 AV 6 1.2 for the standard
ISRF), better shielded from UV photons and where the amount
of hydrogen is significantly higher, H-poor carbon can be trans-
formed into H-rich carbon through H atom incorporation, a-C
→ a-C:H. Similarly, carbon accreted from the gas phase in these
transition regions is likely to be and stay H-rich. Then, in the
dense molecular clouds, most of the hydrogen is in molecular
form and thus not available to produce a-C:H mantles on the
grains. However, this matches more or less the density at which
5 We only discuss the detection of coreshine as, to our knowledge,
there are no cloudshine large-scale study.
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ice mantles start to accrete on the grains, which would partly pro-
tect a-C:H layers formed earlier (Godard et al. 2011, and refer-
ences therein). The stability and hydrogenation degree of a-C:H,
as well as the exact values of AV thresholds, are both dependent
on the time scale and UV field intensity. The resulting a-C ↔ a-
C:H delicate balance could explain why in a quiet region such as
Taurus most of the clouds exhibit coreshine, whereas in Orion,
where on average the radiation field intensity and hardness are
much higher, most clouds do not. A third explanation is related
to the age and/or density of the clouds. In a young cloud, where
dust growth is not advanced, or in an intermediate density cloud
(ρC ∼ a few 103 H/cm3), the dust population may be dominated
by CMM grains instead of AMM(I) dust. Such clouds would be
as bright in the IRAC 8 µm band as in the two IRAC bands at
3.6 and 4.5 µm, thus not matching the selection criteria defined
by Pagani et al. (2010) and Lefe`vre et al. (2014) and would be
classified as “no coreshine” clouds.
To really understand the variations in the observed C-shine,
it will be required to fully quantify the composition and evolu-
tion of a-C(:H) mantles in the transition from the diffuse ISM
to dense molecular clouds. This can only be done by combin-
ing carbon depletion measurements with detailed modelling of
the dust emission from the near-IR to the submm. The equilib-
rium composition of carbon mantles will impact grain growth
timescales, grain surface chemistry, as well as cloud mass esti-
mates. In clouds harbouring young stellar objects (YSOs), the
YSO influence on the dust exact composition will have to be
reckoned before THEMIS can be applied in such regions.
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